The way of Vezelay étape 9 - Benquet > St Sever

Distance : 9,5 km
0km000 - At the exit of the village, you will go by schools and you will
be in a turn, then a roundabout. At the roundabout, take left towards
Saint Maurice. 900m further at the crossroad ('route de Loustaou') keep
going straight, then 300m further you will go by the Church of Saint
Christau, and 1.3km further you will be at another crossroad ('route du
Catalan'). Keep walking in the direction of Saint Sever another 700m,
there will be another crossroad ('chemin du Parroc'). Keep going
straight towards Saint Sever.
4km000 - You are now at a crossroad (« chemin du Coye »). Keep on
going straight and 700m further you will be at another crossroad
('chemin de Laouzère'). ATTENTION. Turn left in the direction of the
'chemin de Laouzère'. Take this small asphalt road and after 400m you
will take the earthy path in front. Walk 2km until you see a stony
transversal path. Take this path on our left, it will lead you to an asphalt
road.
8km000 - Take right on a small asphalt road and follow it during
1km500. 200m before the roundabout you can see from far, take the
left marked path. It will lead you on another road you will take on the
right. Cross the D924 road ATTENTION (be prudent, it is a busy road).
You will soon be reaching Sainte Eulalie after 150m.
9km500 - In Sainte Eulalie go by the Church and head towards the
terraces of Sainte Eulalie. Follow the road parallel to the river, walk
under a railway bridge and you will reach a bridge going over the Adour
river. From the bridge, bronze shells fixed to the floor will guide you in
your crossing of Saint Sever. Take the bridge to get to a crossroad
located in the turn down the way going up. 300m after the turn, turn left
in the direction of 'Côte de Brille'. On top of this way up, you will be in
Saint Sever. Keep walking straight in the direction of Abbatiale Xème.
Once you arrive at the Abbatiale (the Tourism Office is right in front of
it), take the Rue des Arceaux on the left and keep walking straight by
the Rue du Général Lamarque to reach the 'Cloître des Jacobins'
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where is the refuge.
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